AWS Modernization Calculator for Microsoft Workloads

**What**

Modernization Calculator for Microsoft Workloads (MCMW) helps you estimate the cost of modernizing your Microsoft workloads to a new architecture, using open-source software and cloud-native services on AWS.

**Why**

- Estimate your modernization costs
- Assess benefits of cloud technologies
- Reduce total cost of ownership (TCO)
- Eliminate software license management
- No AWS expertise required
- No AWS account required

**How**

1. **Identify current architecture**
   Provide details about your application’s current architecture and where it is deployed.

2. **Select an architecture size**
   Provide current architecture characteristics to estimate the approximate size of the modernized architecture.

3. **Choose modern architecture**
   Choose a recommended modernized architecture pattern for your application.

4. **Edit Service Configuration**
   Review the estimated cost and adjust the recommended AWS services and settings.

Learn more: https://modernization.calculator.aws/microsoft/estimate
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